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ABSTRACT 

 

Present work estimates the radiation dose rates corresponding to irradiated 
Low Enriched Uranium (20 wt% 235U) foil as part of shielding studies for 
radiological risks reduction after irradiation inside TRIGA 14 MW Research 
Reactor in an investigation on 99Mo production possibility. Post-Irradiation 
Examination Laboratory’s cell shielding calculations have been performed; 
radiation source was obtained by using ORIGEN-S code with specific cross-
sections libraries. Different post-irradiation cooling times have been 
considered, gamma dose rates being estimated by using MAVRIC module 
from SCALE6 programs package, for following exposure situations (relative 
to PIE cell): i) front side, ii) lateral side and iii) back side. Three different 
calculations were performed: a) without any protection shield between 
operator and cell, except for the cell stainless steel wall; b) with a Lead 
protection shield between operator and cell and c) with a depleted Uranium 
shield, located inside the cell in between the radiation source and cell 
window. Radiation dose rates to cell external wall surface and for other eight 
fixed distances from cell wall were estimated. To obtain a consistent set of 
solutions, the study was done for various Uranium foil weights and different 
Lead and depleted Uranium shields thicknesses. Calculations were focused to 
assure that the dose rate to an operator positioned at 60 cm working distance 
from the cell will not exceed 0.02 mSv/h, maximum allowed dose rate for 
professionally exposed personnel according to Romanian regulations. 

 
Key words: Low Enriched Uranium irradiation/ PIE Laboratory’s cell shielding/ 
radiological risk assessment/ radiation dose rates 

INTRODUCTION 
TRIGA (Training, Research, Isotope production, General Atomics) dual-core research 

reactor operated by Institute for Nuclear Research (INR) Pitesti, Romania, is a Light Water 
Reactor, using Uranium-Zirconium-Hydride (UZrH) fuel(1). Dual-core concept involves 
operation of 14 MW TRIGA Steady State research and materials testing reactor at one end of 
a large pool, and independent operation of annular-core pulsing reactor (TRIGA-ACPR) at 
the other end of the pool(2). Romanian TRIGA reactor operation was mostly oriented towards 
long-term irradiation and testing of fuel components followed by post-irradiation, but 
radioisotopes were also produced both for medical and industrial applications. 
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There are only a few global suppliers of 99Mo – most existing suppliers utilize aging 
reactors that have come under intense scrutiny in recent years, following unscheduled outages 
and shutdowns that have resulted in worldwide shortages of this important medical isotope. 
Since 99Mo and 99mTc (daughter product) have short half-lives, is difficult to stockpile it and 
supply disruptions can have a major impact on critical diagnostic medical imaging tests 
throughout the world(3, 4). 

 
Currently, most of Mo-99 supply is produced in research, test or isotope production 

reactors by the irradiation of Highly Enriched Uranium (HEU) targets, whose use poses 
potential security risks as the radiological materials located at civilian sites worldwide are 
vulnerable to theft and use in weapons of mass destruction(3). Use of Low Enriched Uranium 
(LEU)-based targets represents a new alternative for 99Mo suppliers, international efforts 
being underway to shift the production of medical isotopes away from the HEU use, in line 
with RERTR (Reduced Enrichment for Research and Test Reactors) agreements and current 
worldwide nonproliferation efforts(5). 

 
The paper estimates radiation dose rates corresponding to irradiated LEU (20 wt% 235U) 

foil as part of shielding studies for reducing associated radiological risks following irradiation 
inside TRIGA 14 MW Research Reactor in order to study Mo99 production possibility.  

 
The shielding calculations were performed for INR PIE Lab’s cell in order to find optimal 

solutions assuring that the dose rate to an operator/worker positioned at 60 cm from the cell 
will respect the Romanian regulations for professional exposed personal(6). The radiation dose 
rates have been estimated for the following exposure situations (relatively to PIE Lab’s cell): 
i) front side, ii) lateral side and iii) back side. Three different calculations were considered: a) 
without any protection shield between operator and experimental cell, except for cell stainless 
steel wall; b) with a Lead protection shield installed on the cell frontal external wall and c) 
with a depleted Uranium shield, installed inside the cell, in between the radiation source and 
cell window, at 10 cm distance from it. 
 

PIE LAB’S CELL SHIELDING CALCULATIONS 

     The investigation on 99Mo production possibility was conducted considering the following 
LEU (20 wt% enrichment in 235U) foil irradiation characteristic parameters: 7 days irradiation 
time, 0.75 kW/g of metallic U thermal power, 5.25 MW/gU burnup, 1014 neutrons/cm2 sec for 
neutron flux inside the reactor. A week post-irradiation period has been considered(7).  

     LEU foil irradiation simulation was performed by means of ORIGEN-S burnup code from 
SCALE 6 programs package(8), with specific cross-sections libraries, data being updated for 
each burnup step. Post irradiation characteristics and radiation source to be further used in 
shielding calculations were obtained.  

     Figure 1 shows 99Mo activity at EOI (End-Of-Irradiation) and during the cooling period. 
Fission products and gamma emitters total activity values at EOI and during post-irradiation 
are presented in Figure 2. To be mentioned that only gamma emitters characterized by Eγ > 
0.5 MeV and abundance > 1% have been taken into account here. 
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Figure 1 – 99Mo activity evolution with cooling time(7) 

 

 
 

Figure 2 – Fission products and Gamma emitters activity [Ci] evolution with cooling 
time(7)  

 

     The shielding calculations were focused to look up for optimal solutions assuring that an 
operator/worker positioned in front, lateral or behind the experimental cell, at 60 cm distance 
from it, will not receive radiation dose rates higher than 0.02 mSv/h, maximum allowed limit 
for professionally exposed personnel according to Romanian regulations. 

For proposed study three different calculations were performed: A) without any protection 
shield between operator and cell, except for cell stainless steel wall; B) Lead protection shield 
between operator and cell and C) depleted Uranium shield, inside of the cell in between 
radiation source and cell window, at 10 cm distance from it. The shielding study was done by 
considering various Uranium foil weights (1 g, 2 g, 4 g, 6 g, 8 g) and different thicknesses for 
both Lead (1 cm, 2 cm, 3 cm) and depleted Uranium (1 cm, 2 cm) shields. Study cases 
abbreviations were, as follows: Case A, Case B1, B2 and B3, case C1 and C2, respectively. 
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The shielding calculations have been performed by means of MAVRIC shielding module 
from SCALE 6 programs package(8), considering different cooling times for post-irradiation 
period: 1 day, 2 days, 3 days and 4 days, respectively. Gamma dose rates were estimated at 
cell external wall surface and for several distances from cell external wall (up to 200 cm).  

      The following considerations were taken into account: cell window material provides 
same protection as cell stainless steel wall; cell wall thickness is 28 cm; Lead protection 
shield length corresponds to cell window length at the external wall (i.e. 1 m); depleted 
Uranium shield length corresponds to cell window length at the internal wall (i.e. 50 cm). 
Figure 3 present the geometrical model used in shielding calculations. 

 

 
 

Figure 3 – Geometrical model used in shielding studies  
 

RESULTS 
 

      According to above geometrical model and considered Lead and depleted Uranium 
shields lengths must to be mentioned that all three calculation cases (Cases A, B, C) apply for 
1st exposure situation and the 2nd one with „working” angles greater than 60° („working” 
angle is considered the angle between radiation source direction and worker position); 
meanwhile for the 2nd exposure situation with „working” angles up to 50° and the 3rd one 
applies only first type of calculation (Case A). 
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Front side exposure 

     Figure 4 illustrates photon dose rates evolution with cooling time for the 1st exposure 
situation considering Case A calculations; the considered measuring point was 60 cm distance 
from the cell external wall surface; Romanian regulations maximum allowed dose rate limit 
for professional exposed personal (i.e. 0.02 mSv/h) is also specified. 

     Taking into account that in the worst situation (i.e. 1 day of cooling), estimated radiation 
dose rates for U foil weights of 1 g and 2 g were below 0.02 mSv/h, the study continued for 
Cases B and C considering only U foil weights of 4 g, 6 g and 8 g (see Figure 5). 

 

 
Figure 4 – Photon Dose rate evolution with cooling time; Front side exposure; Case A(7) 
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Figure 5 –Dose rate evolution with measuring point; Front side exposure; 1 day of cooling(7) 

      Figure 6 illustrates photon dose rates evolution with working angle for the 2nd exposure 
situation considering Case A calculations after 1 day of cooling; the considered measuring 
point was 60 cm distance from the cell external wall surface; Romanian regulations maximum 
allowed dose rate limit for professional exposed personal (i.e. 0.02 mSv/h) is also specified. 

 

 
 

Figure 6 – Photon Dose rate evolution with working angle; Lateral side exposure; Case A 

 

Photon dose rates evolution with working angle considering different measuring points is 
presented in Figure 7 for U foil weight = 8 g; for comparative dose rates considering different 
cooling times at measuring point = 60 cm from cell external wall see Table 1. 
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Figure 7 – Photon Dose rate evolution with working angle; Lateral side exposure; Case 
A; U foil weight = 8g, cooling time = 1 day 

 
Table 1.  Radiation dose rates [10-2 mSv/h] versus working angle for various cooling 
times; Lateral side exposure, Case A; U foil weight = 8g, measuring point = 60 cm 

 
Working angle / 

Cooling time 1 day 2 days 3 days 4 days 
0° 5,95E-02 4,38E-02 3,46E-02 2,83E-02 
10° 4,93E-02 3,63E-02 2,86E-02 2,35E-02 
20° 2,72E-02 2,00E-02 1,58E-02 1,29E-02 
30° 9,01E-03 6,63E-03 5,23E-03 4,29E-03 
40° 1,46E-03 1,08E-03 8,49E-04 6,96E-04 
50° 1,87E-03 1,38E-03 1,09E-03 8,90E-04 
60° 1,15E-02 8,48E-03 6,69E-03 5,48E-03 
70° 3,48E-02 2,56E-02 2,02E-02 1,66E-02 
80° 6,31E-02 4,64E-02 3,66E-02 3,00E-02 

  
     Taking into account that in the worst situation (i.e. 1 day of cooling), estimated radiation 
dose rates for U foil weights of 1 g and 2 g were below 0.02 mSv/h, the study continued for 
Cases B and C considering only U foil weights of 4 g, 6 g and 8 g (see Figure 8). 
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Figure 8 – Dose rate evolution with measuring point; Lateral side exposure;  

80° working angle; 1 day cooling 

Figure 9 shows photon dose rates evolution with cooling time for the 3rd exposure situation 
considering Case A; measuring point was 60 cm distance from the cell external wall surface. 

 

 
 

Figure 9 – Photon Dose rate evolution with cooling time; Back side exposure; Case A 
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According to geometrical model used in shielding studies and considered Lead and 
depleted Uranium shields lengths must to be mentioned that for the 3rd exposure situation 
applies only Case A calculations. 

 
In the worst situation (i.e. 1 day of cooling) for considered U foil weight, estimated radiation 
dose rates for U foil weights of 1 g and 2 g were below 0.02 mSv/h; for the other considered 
weights the limit was exceeded, so is interesting to follow up radiation dose rates evolution 
with cooling time for U foil weights of 4 g, 6 g and 8 g (see Figure 10). 

 

    
 

 
 

Figure 10 –Dose rate evolution with measuring point; Back side exposure; Case A   
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
      Metallic Uranium foil irradiation inside INR TRIGA 14 MW Research Reactor has been 
simulated for a specific set of parameters, the interest results being 99Mo, fission products and 
gamma emitters activity at EOI and during post-irradiation. 
 
      Shielding calculations for INR PIE Lab’s cell were performed for the following exposure 
situations (relatively to PIE Lab’s cell): i) front side, ii) lateral side and iii) back side. Three 
different calculations were considered: a) without any protection shield between operator and 
experimental cell, except for cell stainless steel wall; b) with a Lead protection shield installed 
on the cell frontal external wall and c) with a depleted Uranium shield, installed inside the 
cell, in between the radiation source and cell window, at 10 cm distance from it. 
 
      Radiation dose rates at cell external wall and up to 2 m from cell wall were estimated. 
Shielding calculations were performed for various U foil weights and different Lead and 
depleted U shields thicknesses, being focused to select optimal solutions assuring that an 
operator/worker positioned in front, lateral or behind the experimental cell, at 60 cm distance 
from it, will not receive radiation dose rates higher than 0.02 mSv/h, maximum allowed limit 
for professionally exposed personnel according to Romanian regulations. 
 
      For considered exposure and calculation cases several common conclusions were 
obtained: i) radiation dose rates decrease by cooling time increasing; considering dose rates 
after 1 day of cooling as reference, relative differences were: 26% (after 2 days of cooling), 
42% (after  
3 days of cooling) and 52% (after 4 days of cooling);  
ii) radiation dose rates increase by U foil weight increasing; considering dose rates for 1 g U 
foil weight as reference, relative differences were: 50% (for 2 g), 75% (for 4 g), 83% (for 6 g) 
and 87% (for 8g);  
iii) radiation dose rates decrease by distance from cell wall growing; considering dose rates at 
cell wall as reference, relative differences were: 59% (for 50 cm), 65% (for 60 cm) and 78% 
(for more than 100 cm). 
 
      According to shielding studies geometrical model and considered Lead and depleted 
Uranium shields lengths all three calculation cases (Cases A, B, C) apply for 1st exposure 
situation and the 2nd one with working angles greater than 60°; meanwhile for the 2nd 
exposure situation with working angles up to 50° and the 3rd one applies only Case A (without 
any additional protection shield, other than cell stainless steel wall). 
 
     Considering Case A calculations for 1 day cooling time and 60 cm distance from the cell 
external wall, and the regulation limit of 0.02 mSv/h, must to be mentioned that:  
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i) U foils weighting 1 g or 2 g are characterized by dose rates below the regulation limit for all 
the considered exposure situations;  
ii) front side exposure situation requires additional protection shields to assure radiological 
safe working conditions, as long as minim safe distance is greater than 150 cm for U foils 
weighting more than 4 g;  
iii) lateral side exposure situation is characterized by dose rates below regulation limit for U 
foils weighting 4 g and working angles from 20° to 70°, for U foils weighting 6g and 8 g the 
angular safe range being 30° to 60°; for the remaining working angles it requires additional 
protection shields to assure radiological safe working conditions; 
iv) back side exposure situation requires local protection measures to be taken in order to 
assure radiological safe working conditions, as long as minim safe distance is 80 cm for U foil 
weighting 4 g, and greater than 150 cm for U foils weighting more than 6 g. 
 

Lead shield consideration brings a normal decreasing of the dose rates by shield thickness 
increasing; considering Case A values as reference, following relative differences were 
obtained: 44% (1 cm thickness), 69% (2 cm thickness) and 83% (3 cm thickness). 
 
       Depleted Uranium shield consideration brings a normal decreasing of dose rates by shield 
thickness increasing; considering Case A values as reference, following relative differences 
were obtained: 65% (1 cm thickness) and 88% (2 cm thickness). 
  
       We can conclude that for U foil weighting 4 g, 6 g and 8 g a depleted U shield is 
characterized by a better shielding efficiency comparatively with a Lead shield having the 
same thickness; meanwhile for U foils weighting less than 2 g is no need to use an additional 
protection shield, radiation dose rates being below regulations limit. 
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